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Abstract
Oxygen is a critical molecule to several biological processes, making its detection important
to several biomedical applications. Oxygen sensors designed using luminescent quenching
molecules embedded in an electrospun nanofiber matrix offer several advantages over
conventional oxygen sensors, including biocompatibility, ease of miniaturization, and high
sensitivity. One of the inherent issues involved with using such a design is the phenomenon of
photobleaching, which entails the photochemical degradation of the luminescent quenching
probe molecules, resulting in a net loss of emission signal intensity. In this work, several
different parameters were explored to determine which would minimize photobleaching to
optimize device sensitivity and longevity by measuring changes in sensor molecule emission
signal intensity and over time under different conditions. Electrospinning was used to fabricate
"core-shell" fiber configurations, where the luminescent oxygen-sensitive molecules were
embedded in a polymer "core" with a structurally stable, biocompatible polycaprolactone (PCL)
shell. The concentration of luminescent probe molecules was altered and there were two levels
of incubation temperature: 37oC (≈ body temperature) and 50oC. To examine probe-matrix
interaction effects, four polymers were used as core host matrices: Nylon-6, polyether sulfone
(PES), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polysulfone (PSU). All fibers doped with luminescent
probes were subjected to long-term continuous light excitation to induce photobleaching. In
addition, β-carotene was used as an additive to potentially reduce the detriments caused by
photobleaching. Finally, the phosphorescent lifetime of all the aforementioned polymers was
examined before and after continuous photoexcitation to explore whether photobleaching and
core polymer host had significant effects on the measured phosphorescent lifetimes. Overall, we
found that the choice of core polymer matrix and luminescent probe concentration had
significant effects on sensor performance in the presence of photobleaching. Also, the choice of
polymer matrix and induced photobleaching had significant effects on measured lifetime.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Applications
Molecular oxygen is fundamental to many biological processes, making its detection and
time-varying quantification important in biomedical applications. For instance, in cancer
research, a common characteristic of advanced tumors is the presence of extremely hypoxic
regions distributed within the tumor mass. This is caused by the increased oxygen demand
imposed by the cancerous cell mass, insufficient vascularization, increased required oxygen
diffusion distances, and the lower rate of oxygen transport caused by tumor blood vessel
abnormalities. Furthermore, proper detection of oxygen concentration can indicate a patient’s
risk of tumor metastasis and provide better insight as to what medical treatment could be
necessary. There are numerous other applications to oxygen sensing that include and are not
limited to sports medicine applications, breath sensing devices, and oxygen sensing in military
pilot apparatus. One conventional oxygen sensing device is the Clark electrode, which offers
reliability and lack of heavy metal interference that could prevent oxygen diffusion through the
sensing membrane. However, Clark electrodes consume oxygen during measurement and are
not well-suited for biological applications due to their lack of miniaturization [2]. A more
optimal design is to use luminescent oxygen sensing core-shell nanofibers.
Traditionally, oxygen sensing probes are incorporated into films that are not suited for
biological applications, due to their inability to produce the three-dimensional information
required by tissue-based engineering applications. Incorporating oxygen sensing probes with
electrospun nanofibers offers several advantages, including rapid response times for real-time
measurement, high sensitivity, ease of miniaturization, and the capability to mimic morphology
resembling an extracellular matrix (ECM). In biological applications, the 3D ECM-like structure
promotes cell adhesion, thereby enhancing biocompatibility. In addition, nanofiber-based
optical sensors offer higher sensitivity, mass transfer rates, and stability, all of which can yield
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more precise oxygen information from the luminescent oxygen sensing probes [3].
1.2 Introduction to Electrospinning
Electrospinning involves flowing a polymer solution held at its surface tension at the end
of a capillary tube subjected to an electric field. Charge is then induced on the liquid surface.
This causes mutual charge repulsion, resulting in a force opposite of the surface tension. As
the magnitude of the electric field is increased, the hemispherical surface of the solution at the
capillary tip elongates to form a conical structure known as a Taylor cone. After the electric
field reaches the point where the repulsive electric force overcomes the surface tension force, a
charged jet of solution forms out of the tip of the Taylor cone. Considering that the jet is charged,
its trajectory can be controlled by the electric field. As the jet travels, the solvent of the polymer
solution evaporates. What then remains is a charged polymer fiber, which collects randomly on a
screen. Typically, the screen is composed of metal and can consequently be used as a grounding
source [5]. See Figure 1 for a diagram depicting this process.
Figure 1: Electrospinning Technique Diagram. retrieved from: http://www.intechopen.com
Several experimental parameters affect the quality and diameter of the nanofibers. These
include: solution viscosity, conductivity, capillary size, electric potential at the tip, solution flow
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rate, and the distance between the tip and collection screen. The electrospinning process can
also be sensitive to ambient conditions such as temperature, air velocity in the spinning
chamber, and relative humidity. Typically, it is desired to produced small diameter fibers to
maintain a high surface area to volume ratio, which facilitates higher rates of mass transport [5].
Maintaining controlled electrospinning parameters is important, as deviations can cause adverse
effects on the resulting fibers. For instance, using too high of a voltage potential can cause the
formation of multiple jets, which can form undesirable fiber characteristics. Also, other
instabilities in the jet can cause beading along the fiber lengths [4].
Another critical electrospinning parameter is the choice of host polymer matrix. The
selection influences probe sensor performance based on its solubility in the host matrix,
stability, and oxygen permeability. In our work, we electrospun using coaxial spinning to
produce a "core-shell" configuration. Not all polymer hosts are stable on their own, so this
configuration makes it possible to embed a sensor compatible polymer host within a more
structurally or more biocompatible shell. In our application, we used polycaprolactone (PCL) as
a shell material combined with various other core polymer matrices. PCL offers both structural
stability and excellent biocompatibility. Without the PCL shell, the core fibers deposit with low
efficiency and form brittle, cotton-like mats. Overall, it is crucial to carefully choose
electrospinning parameters that produce biocompatible, high-performance fibers [3].
1.3 Photochemistry of Luminescent Oxygen Probes
Oxygen detection using luminescent oxygen is possible due to their photochemistry. The
principal optical method behind this is based on phosphorescence lifetime quenching. The
mechanism involves an excited state luminescent probe being quenched by molecular oxygen.
In terms of a luminescent oxygen sensor specifically, phosphorescence is the preferred
excitation mechanism over fluorescence. In fluorescence, the probe absorbs light energy, and an
electron is promoted to a higher energy state. The electron then fluoresces by immediately
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returning to its ground state at a high rate, usually faster than the rate at which oxygen can
quench the excited probe. On the contrary, phosphorescence has a much longer excited lifetime.
In this case, after an electron is excited by light energy, it gets promoted to a higher energy
singlet spin state (S1). Then, instead of directly returning to ground state (S0), the electron
transitions to its lowest excited triplet state (T1) via intersystem crossing (ISC) before eventually
returning to its ground state configuration. The transition from the first singlet state to ground
state and subsequent emission of photon energy is what is known as phosphorescence. However,
the transition from the first excited state to ground state (T1 → S0) is spin forbidden, making the
lifetime of phosphorescence much longer than for fluorescence (e.g., 10−6 to several seconds).
The longer duration excited state of phosphorescence grants enough time for molecular oxygen
to quantifiably quench the excited probe [7]. See the Jablonski Diagram in Figure 2 for a
diagram of this process.
Figure 2: Jablonski Diagram depicting phosphorescence in luminescent oxygen probe [6].
When molecular oxygen comes in contact with the photoexcited probe, energy can be
transferred to the oxygen molecule, such that it becomes promoted to singlet oxygen: 1O2.
Oxygen’s ground state exists as a triplet spin state: 3O2. Upon excitation, electrons are
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promoted to the LUMO singlet state 1O2. The event of energy transfer to oxygen results in a
lower overall phosphorescent light intensity in the overall oxygen probe population [8].
Furthermore, since the amount of energy transfer depends on the amount of oxygen present, the
quenching can be described by a Stern-Volmer relationship in Equations (1)-(2):
I0/I = 1 +KSV [O2] (1)
KSV = k2τ0 (2)
where I and I0 are the luminescent intensities with and without quencher, [O2] is the
concentration of oxygen, k2 is the bimolecular quenching rate constant, and τ0 is the decay
lifetime without any quencher present. Moreover, these equations can be calibrated in an
oxygen sensor design to accurately determine a system’s oxygen concentration [9]. See Figure 3
for a Diagram depicting the phosphorescent quenching process.
Figure 3: Diagram depicting phosphorescent quenching by molecular oxygen [8].
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1.4 Oxygen Sensing Probe Selection
Several key factors have to be considered when selecting a sensing probe. The probe must
first have good quantum yield and a distinct separation between the excitation and emission
peaks (Stoke’s shift). Having this property allows for easier measurement and detection of the
luminescent signals. It is also desirable to have a long triplet lifetime (τ0), so that there is ample
time for photochemical energy transfer to occur via collision between the probe molecules and
molecular oxygen. Other important characteristics include photostability, compatibility with the
carrier, and low-energy excitation wavelength. Based on these criteria, three primary
luminescent oxygen probes were selected to be used throughout the project. Two of the probes
used were classified as metalloporphyrin dyes: PtTFPP {Pt (II) meso-tetra(pentafluorophenyl)
porphine} and PdTFPP {Pd (II) meso-tetra(pentafluorophenyl) porphine}. The third dye chosen
was a transition metal-complex dye: (Ru(dpp)3Cl2) {Tris (4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline)
ruthenium(II) dichloride)} [10].
One practical characteristic of all three dyes was they have excitation wavelengths within the
visible light spectrum, namely within the blue wavelength region, with bright emission peaks.
All three dyes are fundamentally similar upon excitation where either a metal d-orital or pi
electron is excited by visible light to a ligand pi∗ antibonding orbital. The central metal then
helps facilitate intersystem crossing to a lower energy triplet spin state, thereby having a long
duration of τ0. Compared to the Pt and Pd porphyrins, however, the Ru complex has a much
shorter lifetime and consequently lower detection sensitivity [11]. The Pt and Pd porphyrins
also offer better stability due to the electron withdrawing nature of the perfluorophenyl
substituents, being able to raise redox potentials and reduce the density of the porphyrin rings,
making them stable against photo-oxidation and photo-reduction [6].
Comparing PtTFPP and PdTFPP, there are tradeoffs when using either one in a sensor
design. PtTFPP offers excellent stability and performance longevity under continuous
excitation. However, it lacks the high sensitivity and longer lifetime that PdTFPP offers. The
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choice of dye strongly depends on the application and required levels of continuous light
exposure. Nonetheless, both dyes demonstrate superior performance over the Ru complex.
However, the Ru complex still has utility ironically because of its lower lifetime. Based on the
lifetime spectrometer instrument that was available (mini-tau: Edinbergh Instruments), the
lifetime of the Ru complex was within the device’s constrained detection window. Thus, the Ru
complex was a suitable selection for experiments exploring phosphorescent lifetime, τ0 [3]. See
Figures A.2-A.4 for the sensor chemical structures.
Although the blue light excitation wavelength of the proposed oxygen probes is low-energy
and not technologically difficult to obtain as an excitation source, this compromises their
performance for in vivo and in vitro sensing applications. Moreover, visible wavelengths do not
properly transmit through adherent cell layers or tissue. However, near-infrared light (NIR)
possesses the capability to fully penetrate tissue with minimal damage. In separate works,
Presley proposed combining an oxygen sensing probe (Ru(dpp)3Cl2) in conjunction with
upconverting nanoparticles composed of Y2O2S : Y b, Tm. Upon excitation by a NIR light
source (980nm), the upconverting nanoparticles exhibit a blue light emission wavelength
(480nm). These particles can then demonstrate a ”handshake” interaction with the oxygen
sensing probe by acting as a blue light excitation source, allowing the oxygen probe to
adequately detect oxygen content. This technology makes the luminescent oxygen sensing
design more practical, especially in biological/biomedical applications [12]. See Figure 4 for a
diagram that depicts the "handshake” interaction.
1.5 Photobleaching
1.5.1 Photobleaching Description
An inherent underreported problem that occurs with luminescent oxygen sensors, namely
the aforementioned probes, is the phenomenon of photobleaching. In short, this results in the
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Figure 4: Diagram depicting ”handshake” interaction between oxygen sensing probe and
nanoparticle upconverters [12].
sensor molecule gradually degrading over time under continuouous light excitation. Extended
exposures to an excitation source can create severe photobleaching that would at the very least
result in a net loss in emission signal. In the event that an adequate signal remains, new
calibration curves would likely be required. It is therefore a critical goal to minimize
photobleaching, especially in long-term sensing applications [14].
The major source of photobleaching in our application is the presence of singlet oxygen,
which can be produced by the quenching process that is exploited to detect oxygen content.
Singlet oxygen photochemically interacts with the sensor molecule and is involved in the
production of a nonemissive photoproduct. The exact mechanism of the photochemical reaction
and photoproduct identity are unclear, but singlet oxygen is at least known to enhance the
processes involved in the photodegradation of the sensor molecules [15]. In our work, we
visually observed the photoproduct by the presence of a distinct green portion of our polymer
scaffolds, directly where the excitation source was applied. This is also shown visually in
Figures D.2-D.3 in Appendix D.
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There are several parameters that affect the rate of photobleaching. For instance, the
chemistry of the luminescent molecules themselves is significant. As an example, PdTFPP
experiences a higher rate of photobleaching than PtTFPP, mostly due to its longer lifetime [3].
The chemical interactions involved with the polymer matrix plays a large role in this as well.
One factor is the differing oxygen permeabilities between polymer hosts. Another factor is the
varying sensor molecule solubility in the host. Moreover, Xue demonstrated that the
photobleaching of a Ru(II) polypyridyl complex decreased when incorporated with a
polyethersulfone (PES) and polysulfone (PSU) matrix over a polycaprolactone (PCL)
matrix [17]. Having a low or poor solubility in the host polymer matrix can alter the aggregation
state of the molecule. Furthermore, this can result in clustered sensor molecule populations.
We hypothesized that highly aggregated populations have lower photostability due to
self-quenching and higher probabilities of singlet oxygen photodegradation. Tightly aggregated
populations have small distances between neighboring molecules, thus making the distance
from an excited singlet oxygen molecule to another sensing molecule short. Moreover, this
makes singlet oxygen collision probability much higher, resulting in a higher rate of
photobleaching for systems that contain populations that are tightly aggregated [18, 19]. In the
case of the experiment by Xue, PES and PSU possess relatively glassy, amorphous structures
that likely helped facilitate a more uniform host environment compared to PCL as a host [17].
Presley also explored how solvent variation affected photobleaching rates. During the
electrospinning process, solvent type and concentration are typically chosen based on volatility
and conductivity, along with capability to dissolve the polymer. However, they hypothesized
that the solvent could also influence the state of probe molecule aggregation; the high rates of
solvent evaporation could leave the probe molecules fixed in aggregated states. Overall, they
were able to demonstrate that both polymer and solvent selection have strong effects on the rate
of photobleaching [13].
The oxygen sensing lifetime influences the rate of photobleaching as well. If the
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luminescent molecule stays excited in the triplet state longer, there is a higher chance that an
interaction with singlet oxygen will occur [16]. Different sensor molecules have their own
natural lifetimes. However, we hypothesized that the host environment could also have a
significant effect on lifetime and therefore photobleaching rates.
1.5.2 Proposed Investigations of Photobleaching
In this work, the previously discussed aggregation hypothesis is tested further. This was
done in an experiment where PdTFPP and PtTFPP dyes were both selected as oxygen sensing
probes, embedded in a PSU host matrix. The scaffolds were also electrospun in a core-shell
configuration, using PSU as the core and PCL and the shell for added stability. Samples were
prepared for each type of dye that had varying levels of dye concentration. Finally, each set of
samples were replicated at two different temperatures: 37◦C and 50◦C. Two dyes were tested to
explore whether the different performing dyes experience similar effects on emission intensity
caused by aggregation and self-quenching [29, 30]. Then, dye concentration was varied in both
sets to explore if increasing dye load significantly affects dye performance and photostability.
We hypothesized that a higher dye concentration would increase the number of dye
populations with a tightly aggregated state. Finally, we also examined two different
temperatures because we hypothesized that an increased temperature could increase the
solubility of the dyes in their host polymer, and therefore change the aggregation state of the dye
populations. With higher solubility, we expected the dye populations to be more dispersed and
less aggregated. We predicted self-quenching would occur at higher rates in more aggregated
samples at lower temperatures. If self-quenching was occurring substantially, then it would
follow that photobleaching could occur substantially in the same sensor configuration as well,
since self-quenching indicates close sensor molecule proximity, making the distance to collision
with singlet oxygen shorter [18, 19].
We also explored the interactions that could occur when the luminescent dyes were combine
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with different polymer hosts. We chose a number of polymers that offer potential as hosts with
different material properties, including oxygen permeability and modulus of elasticity. The
following polymers were selected as candidate hosts: PSU, PET, PES, and Nylon-6. All of the
polymers were electrospun using the same core-shell configuration, where each polymer acted
as the core with a PCL shell. We also tested every polymer with PdTFPP dye as the oxygen
sensor probe. All samples were also continuously excited by a green light source to induce
photobleaching. The samples were then periodically examined under stimulation by blue light
to evaluate sensor performance throughout the course of the period of induced photobleaching.
Based on a combination of factors, we expected significant results between polymer levels,
which could then be used as a basis for an oxygen sensor design. The exact selection would
depend on the required performance characteristics, but would largely depend on level of
sensitivity. Therefore, the aim of this particular experiment was to gain more insight on oxygen
sensing performance across multiple polymers to make better design choices for applications
that impose specific sensor design requirements.
Since phosphorescent lifetime has a critical role in the extent at which photobleaching
occurs, we designed an experiment to further explore this and determine if lifetime varies in
different polymer matrix hosts. These differences, if significant, could then be compared and
contrasted with the oxygen sensitivity performance results of the polymer matrices from the
previous experiment. These results are hypothesized to provide better insight on how significant
the lifetime is and the potential interaction with polymer host. We expected higher lifetime
systems to experience higher rates of photobleaching over time. We also tested lifetime before
and after extended continuous excitation by a blue light source to induce photobleaching. This
was done to explore whether or not photobleaching had any effect on the inherent lifetime of the
sensor systems. We hypothesized that there could be some sort of significant effect in this
regard.
One method to minimize photobleaching is to incorporate chemical stabilizers that quench
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singlet oxygen. For example, Enko et al. demonstrated that incorporating the physical singlet
oxygen quenching molecule: 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2] octane (DABCO) was found to
significantly improve photostability of PtTFPP across multiple polymer hosts. This was proven
by demonstrating that the total photon emissions were decreased when using DABCO,
indicating that less singlet oxygen molecules were present as a result of interaction with the
sensor molecule upon excitation [15]. In our experiment, we proposed to use β−Carotene as a
singlet oxygen quencher. According to Stratton et al., β−Carotene is known to scavenge singlet
oxygen primarily as a physical quencher with some quenching that occurs chemically. Chemical
quenching is not as desirable, since it consumes β−Carotene during the photochemical
process [20]. Despite this drawback, β−Carotene was chosen to experiment with due to its
excellent solvent compatibility with the oxygen sensing probes and polymer matrix hosts that
we examined. We hypothesized that by incorporating β−Carotene, we could slow the rate of
photobleaching over time during continuous excitation. See Figure A.1 for the chemical
structure of β−Carotene.
In summary, the overall aim of this project was to explore the different parameters that may
significantly contribute to photobleaching and sensor performance. One unique facet of this
project was some of the experiments were conducted over the course of 1000 hours up to a year,
which was a lengthy duration not examined previously by anyone working in this field. After
gaining insight as to what parameters significantly exacerbate photobleaching, we can then set
the parameters to optimally design an electrospun core-shell luminescent oxygen sensing
device.
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2 Experimental Methodology
2.1 Materials / Apparatus
See Table 1 for all of the materials and equipment used throughout the course of the
experiments.
Table 1: Equipment/Instrumentation used in experiments.
Equipment/Instrumentation Manufacturer
High Voltage Power Supply Gamma High Voltage Research
Auotmated Syringe Pumps Kd Scientific
20 mL Syringes Becton Dickinson and Company (BD)
12.5*12.5*45 mm Cuvettes BRAND GMBH + CO KG
20 GA Precision Syringe Tips Nordson EFD
Direct Heat CO2 Incubator Thermo Electron Corporation
Jaz Spectral Sensing Suite (Spectrometer) Ocean Optics
Accu Temp-09 Vacuum Oven Across International
Dram Clear Vials glassvials.com
Super Magnetic Stirrer Fauske & Associates, LLC.
Magnetic Stirring Rods Fisher Scientific
Discovery Precision Balance OHAUS
Mini-tau fluorescent lifetime spectrometer Edinburgh Instruments
Nova NanoSEM 400 (scanning electron microscopy) FEI
Green LEDs (525nm) LED Supply
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See Table 2 for all materials used throughout the course of the experiments.
Table 2: Materials used in experiments.
Category Material Description Manufacturer
General Materials
Compressed
O2/N2
- Praxair
Aluminum
Foil
- Fisher Scientific
Dessicant
≥ 98% CaSO4 ;
< 2% CoCl2
W.A. Hammond Drierite
Company LTD.
Polymers
Nylon-6 - Sigma Aldrich
PSU Polysulfone Sigma Aldrich
PCL Polycaprolactone sigma Aldrich
PES Polyethersulfone
Good Fellow Cambridge
Limited
PET polyethylene terephthalate
Good Fellow Cambridge
Limited
Dyes
PdTFPP
Pd (II)
meso-
tetra(pentafluorophenyl)
porphine
Frontier Scientific
PtTFPP
Pt (II)
meso-
tetra(pentafluorophenyl)
porphine
Frontier Scientific
Ru(dpp)3Cl2
Tris
(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-
phenanthroline)
ruthenium(II) dichloride
Alfa Aesar
Solvents
DCM Methylene Chloride Fisher Chemical
Chloroform Dichloromethane Mallinckrodt Chemicals
HFP
1,1,1,3,3,3 -
hexafluoro-2-propanol
Oakwood Chemical
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2.2 Experimental Procedures
2.2.1 Solution Preparation
Prior to electrospinning, solutions were prepared combining the polymer host, dye sensing
molecule, and solvent. In addition, a solution was prepared for each sample group that acted as
the shell. The shell solution was ubiquitous to all experiments, comprised of 5 wt% PCL
dissolved in HFP. For the case of all different solution blends for the array of polymers tested
throughout the experiments, two solvents were used. The reason for this was most of the
solvents that were best suited to dissolve the polymers and dyes were not the best suited for
electrospinning, based on volatility, conductivity, and other parameters. Furthermore, the first
solution was typically present in smaller amounts for the purpose of homogeneity. They were
also selected such that they were miscible in the second solvent to ensure that the solution was
well-mixed during the electrospinning process. For example, HFP dissolves the polymer and
dye very well, but is not as good of an electrospinning solvent as DCM.
In every case, each solution was prepared first by weighing out the dye using a precision
balance and depositing it in a 15-mL glass vial. After this, the first of two solvents would be
added, allowing the dye to completely dissolve. Proceeding this, the second solvent was
measured out and added to the solution. Finally, polymer was weighed out and then added to the
solution. The combined solution was allowed to dissolve overnight. In the case of solutions
requiring PET as a host polymer, a stirring rod was added and the solution was mixed at a
temperature of 40C overnight due to low solubility in the selected solvents at room temperature.
See Table 3 for all solution compositions organized by experiment. Note that the weight
composition of the polymer is relative to the entire solution mass, whereas the dye weight
composition is relative to the total mass of polymer exclusively. Also, in the case of the PET
solutions, the polymer weight composition was 5 wt.% instead of 12 wt.%. This was due to its
low solubility, making 12 wt.% infeasible for our experiments. In the cases of PET and Nylon-6
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solutions, the HFP solvent content is 75% compared to 25% DCM, contradicting the other
solution compositions. Both Nylon-6 and PET experience better homogeneity, due to their
higher HFP solubility. Finally, the solution prepared for the β−Carotene quencher analysis,
100% chloroform was used, since this better dissolves β−Carotene, is capable of dissolving the
host polymer/PdTFPP dye, and served as an adequate electrospinning solvent.
Table 3: All experimental solution compositions.
Group Experiment Polymer wt.%Polymer Dye Used
wt.% dye
(relative to
polymer mass)
Solvent mass ratios
1
Aggregation
PSU 12 PdTFPP [0.1, 0.5, 3, 10] 75% DCM 25% HFP
2 PSU 12 PtTFPP [0.1, 0.5, 3, 10] 75% DCM 25% HFP
1
Aging
Nylon-6 12 PdTFPP 0.5 75% HFP 25% DCM
2 PES 12 PdTFPP 0.5 75% DCM 25% HFP
3 PET 5 PdTFPP 0.5 75% HFP 25% DCM
4 PSU 12 PdTFPP 0.5 75% DCM 25% HFP
1
Lifetime
Nylon-6 12 Ru(dpp)3Cl2 0.5 75% HFP 25% DCM
2 PES 12 Ru(dpp)3Cl2 0.5 75% DCM 25% HFP
3 PET 5 Ru(dpp)3Cl2 0.5 75% HFP 25% DCM
4 PSU 12 Ru(dpp)3Cl2 0.5 75% DCM 25% HFP
5 PSU 12 Ru(dpp)3Cl2 3 75% DCM 25% HFP
1
β−Carotene
Analysis
PSU 12 PdTFPP
0.5+0.06wt.%
β−Carotene 100% Chloroform
2.2.2 Electrospinning Procedure
Once the solutions were prepared and well-mixed, they were then prepped for
electrospinning. Inside of a fume hood with proper ventilation, the core solutions were
dispensed into a 20-mL syringe. Attached to the tip of the syringe was a coaxial needle that also
had a port for a shell solution. The shell solution was always 5 wt.% PCL in HFP, also fed into a
separate 20-mL syringe. To extend the reach of the shell solution, the syringe was connected to
the coaxial needle with small diameter plastic tubing. Each of the two syringes was also
configured to a kd-Scientific automated syringe pump. The flow rates were set to 2 and 4
mL/hr for the core and shell solutions respectively. The solutions were dispensed vertically
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from the syringes to a small metal plate covered in aluminum foil. The displacement between
the coaxial needle tip and the plate was set to 20cm. Before allowing the solutions to dispense,
alligator clips were used to electrically connect the coaxial needle tip and metal plate,
facilitating a voltage potential. The positive source was connected to the coaxial needle tip,
while the plate was connection acted as the ground source. The source of power stemmed from
the listed HVPS (High Voltage Power Supply). Once all preparation was complete, the power
supply was set to 25 kV promptly after activating the syringe pumps.
After proper setup and application of the HVPS, nanofibers could clearly be observed in the
gap between the needle and plate and would subsequently collect on the plate. The time that the
nanofibers were allowed to collect varied, but averaged approximately 20 minutes. The criteria
was based on a visual evaluation of the deposited electrospun scaffold thickness. We assumed
for our purposes that the variation in thickness would have negligible effects on oxygen sensing
signal performance. Once all fibers were deposited, the scaffolds were placed under vacuum for
24 hours to remove any excess moisture that could affect sensor performance.
2.2.3 Optical Signaling Characterization
Optical characterization was performed using a JAZ spectrometer with an accompanying
software suite developed by Ocean Optics. The spectrometer had a built-in 470nm blue LED
source connected to a 600 µm optical fiber. The process first involved placing any given sample
inside a cuvette, flush against the inner surface. The samples were mounted in the cuvette by
means of electrical tape. Once the samples were mounted properly inside the cuvettes, the
software was calibrated to the conditions of a dark room. Any residual ambient light was zeroed
out. After the software was setup, the sample would then be excited by the built-in blue light
source, and the output emission intensity peaks were recorded to data files to be analyzed later.
In some experiments, samples were subjected to different levels of oxygen. In cases where this
applied, a custom cuvette cap was sealed to the top to allow gas to be charged via a needle inside
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the small volume of the cuvette containing the sample. When gas was charged, the samples were
given approximately 30 seconds to equilibrate before being excited by the blue light source.
2.2.4 Aggregation Experiments
The intent of the aggregation experiments was to see if hypothesized aggregation conditions
significantly affected the performance of the oxygen sensing dyes over time. For this
experiment, measurements were taken over varying intervals over the course of one year. There
were two main sample groups that were held at two different constant temperatures during the
entire time interval. The temperatures were 37◦C and 50◦C. 37◦C is close to the internal
temperature of the human body, thereby helping simulate bodily conditions if the device were to
be used in an application such as hypoxic tumor detection. 50◦C was used as a higher
temperature group to contrast with 37◦C and examine whether higher temperatures would
enhance the dye solubility state in the host polymer and allow for dye molecule populations that
were less dense. Next, each temperature group was then blocked by the two selected porphyrin
dyes electrospun with PSU-PCL fibers: PdTFPP and PtTFPP. Within each dye block, four levels
of dye concentration were tested: 0.1, 0.5, 3, and 10 wt.% relative to host polymer mass. Each
sample level as described had three replicates. The three replicates would originate from the
same electrospun scaffold (can be referred to as a "fiber mat"). In other words, three samples
would be cut from one electrospun scaffold. Cuts were made such that the samples would be
flush with the cuvette when mounted for spectrometer analysis.
The samples were incubated over the course of a year. Emission intensity peaks were
recorded upon blue light excitation in air (i.e., 21% oxygen) at the following intervals: day 0
(initial measurement), day 1, day 3, day 7, day 14, day 28, 1000 hours, 1 year. During the initial
period, more emission samples were taken, since we wanted to capture probe solubility
stabilization behavior that we expected to occur more rapidly up front. The time spacing
towards the later intervals was larger since we were primarily interested in examining associated
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long-term behavior. Once all the emission peaks were recorded, the intensity data points for
each day were normalized by the initial values recorded at day 0.
2.2.5 Polymer Aging Experiments
The intent of this experiment was to subject different polymers containing an oxygen
sensing dye to continuous excitation to induce photobleaching. We attempt to show the
differences in dye sensing performance, based on polymer core host. The sample groups
contained four levels of polymer: Nylon-6(PdTPP)-PCL, PES(PdTFPP)-PCL,
PET(PdTFPP)-PCL, and PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL. Each polymer level contained three replicates.
PdTFPP dye was concentrated at 0.5 wt% relative to polymer mass for every sample. PdTFPP
was chosen for this experiment due to its higher sensitivity over PtTFPP, making the polymers
groups more distinguishable from each other, provided they contribute statistically significant
effects on sensing performance. Each replicate was taken from the same unique electrospun
scaffold for each given configuration.
The long-term photobleaching tests were performed using 525 nm green LEDs. The
continuous excitation wavelength was chosen based on its alignment with the PdTFPP
absorption curve [21]. The tests were conducted using a 3D printed bay containing an array of
12 LEDs inside of cylinders with heights of 16mm. Furthermore, the samples were displaced
approximately 16 mm away from the green LED excitation sources. Samples of each fiber were
punched out of their respective scaffolds in the shape of circles so that they could be fastened to
the top of the cylinders, allowing them to be fully exposed to the green light LEDs. The samples
were held flush to the cylinder tops using electrical tape, the same tape that would be also be
used to mount the samples to the cuvettes during spectrometer analysis. Emission intensity
measurements for each sample were taken over the course of 1000 hours at the following time
intervals: day 0 (initial measurement), 1 week, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, and 1000 hours. An additional
day 1 measurement was taken exclusively for the Nylon-6 sample, due to its observed rapid rate
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of photobleaching.
For this experiment, the intensity measurements were taken at three levels of oxygen
concentration: 0%, 21%, and 100%. Prior to each spectrometer measurement, the 0% oxygen
level was achieved by charging each cuvette with pure nitrogen, 21% was achieved using
ambient air, and 100% was achieved by charging with pure oxygen. Having access to the pure
nitrogen and oxygen intensities allowed us to measure oxygen sensitivity. Moreover, this was
achieved by taking all nitrogen intensity values and dividing them by the pure oxygen
environment measurements, producing data sets that were representative of oxygen sensitivity.
To better demonstrate how photobleaching affects the relative sensitivity values, the data sets
were also normalized by their initial values. A higher value of the ratio of indicates a higher
sensitivity, meaning that the configuration would be more equipped to detect small changes in
oxygen concentration. In application of a biomedical diagnostic device, high sensitivity is
typically required. In addition to this, having measurements for three different oxygen
concentrations made it possible to produce Stern-Volmer plots. Stern-Volmer plots with high
slopes indicate high sensitivity. Also, having a high degree of linearity, as determined by
evaluating the R2 term after fitting a linear least squares regression model, indicates good
probe-matrix compatibility and means more accurate calibration can be provided. Without
accurate calibration, data analysis is no longer straightforward, rendering the sensor inadequate
in biomedical applications [3].
2.2.6 Experiment Exploring β−Carotene as a Singlet Oxygen Quencher
The setup for this experiment was very similar to the setup in the aging experiments with a
few notable differences. First, the solution solvent was purely chloroform. Also, in addition to a
0.5 wt.% PdTFPP dye load, 0.06 wt.% of total polymer mass of β−Carotene was added to act as
a singlet oxygen quencher. β-Carotene can act as a quencher by absorbing excited state energy
from singlet oxygen and dissipating it through its polyene chain [20]. The mass composition
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was originally chosen to be close to 1:1 molar ratio with PdTFPP. However, β−Carotene posed
several challenges during the electrospinning process, namely the formation of crystalline
particles that clogged the needle tip, which then cause jet splitting. Furthermore, the 0.06 wt.%,
(about 1/4 equimolar amount) was found to produce reasonable fibers for testing.
Measurements were taken at the following intervals: Day 0, 1, 2, 3, 7. The intent was then to
prove if β−Carotene could significantly improve oxygen sensing performance by analyzing the
same aforementioned normalized sensitivity ratios.
2.2.7 Lifetime Experiments
In the lifetime experiments, the objective was to determine if phosphorescent lifetime was
significantly affected by either varying the polymer host or inducing photobleaching. This could
then supplement the results obtained through the aging experiments. In this experiment, samples
were grouped by the following polymer hosts: Nylon-6-PCL, PES-PCL, PET-PCL, and
PSU-PCL. All hosts were contained within a shell composed of 5 wt.% PCL in HFP. The
oxygen sensing probe used in this experiment was Ru(dpp)3Cl2, since the lifetime was more
compatible with the detection window constraint of the Mini-Tau spectrometer used for lifetime
characterization. All samples had a Ruthenium dye load of 0.5 wt.%, with the exception of
PSU(Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL samples. The PSU samples had two levels of dye load: 0.5 wt.% and 3
wt.%. This allowed us to also analyze if aggregation was contributing to a difference in lifetime.
PSU(Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL was the host selected to have two levels of dye concentration due to its
high stability. Each sample subset contained three replicates, each of which came from the same
unique electrospun fiber scaffold. The scaffold samples were then aged using a blue LED ( 470
nm) bay in the same manner as the previous experiment, and were optically examined over the
course of a week. Blue light better overlaps with the Ru(dpp)3Cl2 absorption spectrum, hence
why blue was used over green compared to the previous experiment. The measurements were
taken in two batches: unaged and aged. The aged samples were continuously excited for 28
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days. The duration was chosen based on what time span would induce a substantial amount of
photobleaching, as indicated by a pale green discoloration.
Once all samples were prepared, lifetime was analyzed in the Mini-Tau spectrometer, which
used a vertical pulsation laser as an excitation source. Pulses were sent at a wavelength of 444.4
nm with an 84.4 ps pulse width and a 50 µs pulse period. The device used 1024 channels that
acted as photon bins to measure excited electron lifetimes. If the lifetime fell within a given bin
time width, then a photon was counted in that bin. After letting the measurement take its course,
the resulting data contained a data output file with a scatter plot where each point represented
the counts in each discrete bin of lifetime. The resulting plots were then fitted to an exponential
decay curve according to Equation (3), where a, b and c were fit parameters and x was time. The
equations were fit using the SciPy library in Python 3 code. From Equation (3), the magnitude
of the fit parameter b was used to estimate the lifetime in each data set. The source code can be
retrieved from the following Git repository: https://github.com/rarnold97/Research.git.
a× e−b×x + c (3)
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Aggregation Experiment Results and Discussion
The first set of analyzed data for the aggregation experiment includes the normalized intensity
data for each set of dye loads and incubation temperature. The samples were divided into two
different groups based on which dye was used: PdTFPP or PtTFPP. Also, to better demonstrate
the early curve behavior, a separate plot was generated for both the first 1000 hour and the entire
year time intervals for each sensing dye group. See Figures 5-B.4. Note that in all the plots, the
points shown are based on the prediction values of a discrete model fit in JMP software. The
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error bars are reflective of the 95% confidence intervals of the prediction, which takes the data
spread into account. See Figures B.1-B.8 in Appendix B for the decay plots of emission intensity
in an air environment.
Statistically, it was important to evaluate whether the effects of temperature, dye load, and
day were significant. This was determined using ANOVA tables and parameter effect tests from
the statistical models generated using JMP software. The following model in Equation (4) was
hypothesized in the software, where all the effect terms were treated as discrete. Treating the
terms as discrete made it possible to compare the differences between time levels, which can
explain the observed early behavior of the data sets.
yˆ = µ + τtemperature + τday + τdyeload + τdayτdyeload +  (4)
In Equation (4), the yˆ term is the estimate for normalized intensity (IAir/IAir0), the µ term
is the intercept estimate, the  term accounts for random error, and all τ terms are parameter
effect estimates for day, temperature, dye load, and the interaction between day and dye load.
Other interaction terms were originally included, but were statistically insignificant by having
p-values < 0.05, and were therefore omitted before arriving at the fully reduced model. In fact,
for the PdTFPP dye group, all interaction terms were insignificant and omitted from the model
in Equation (4). The first set of results in Tables 4-5 show the statistical significance of all the
effects as a whole when taking every data series into account for each dye group.
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(a) Beginning normalized curve behavior for PdTFPP aggregation experiment group.
(b) End normalized curve behavior for PdTFPP aggregation experiment group.
Figure 5: Short and long term normalized intensity plots for PdTFPP dye aggregation experiment
group.
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(a) Beginning normalized curve behavior for PtTFPP aggregation experiment group.
(b) End normalized curve behavior for PtTFPP aggregation experiment group.
Figure 6: Short and long term normalized intensity plots for PtTFPP dye aggregation experiment
group.
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Table 4: ANOVA Effect Tests Results for PtTFPP dye group
Table 5: ANOVA Effect Tests Results for PdTFPP dye group
From Tables 4-5, it can be concluded that the effects of time, dye load, and temperature all
had significant effects on the normalized intensity response for both groups, as indicated by the
p-values all being < 0.05. Also, the interaction term between day and dye load was significant
exclusively in the PtTFPP group data set, indicating that the response change for any given day
simultaneously depends on the dye load . In the case of the PdTFPP data set, a significant
interaction term was not observed. The dye load level for 0.1 wt.% was omitted, since it was
considered an outlier set. This was evaluated by analyzing the scaled residuals of the model for
the data set and observing that most had a magnitude greater than 3. According to Montgomery
et al., this is one heuristic used in determining data outliers [26].
After determining that all effect parameters were significant, we then examined what levels
were significant from each other within the parameter effects by applying Tukey-HSD tests. Note
that since the temperature parameter effect only contained two levels, a Tukey-HSD test was not
necessary and we concluded that the series for T=50◦C were significantly different than T=37◦C
for both groups, according to p-values from Tables 4 and 5. Tables 6 and 8 show the results
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for levels of dye load and Tables 7 and 9 show the results for levels of day for the PtTFPP
and PdTFPP sample groups respectively. The Tables are presented as connecting letters reports,
where levels connected by the same letter are statistically insignificant.
Table 6: Dye load Effect Tukey-HSD results for PtTFPP dye group
Table 7: Day Effect Tukey-HSD results for PtTFPP dye group
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Table 8: Dye load Effect Tukey-HSD results for PdTFPP dye group
Table 9: Day Effect Tukey-HSD results for PdTFPP dye group
We observed interesting behaviors of the normalized values during the early time points,
specifically days 0-14. The observed values did not conform to any pattern and seemed to
oscillate. We postulated that this could be a result of stabilization of the dye aggregates within
the host polymer matrices with the onset of time. Then, after the 14 day time point, the points
stabilized as observed by the data trends towards 1000 hours and 1 year. Since these samples
were not subjected to any intentional excitation, we did not expect significant photobleacing to
occur, hence why the long-term behavior converged towards the initial values. One plausible
explanation for the overall behavior is that the probe molecules aggregates were equilibrating in
their host environment, due to a different levels of solubility caused by elevated incubation
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temperatures of 37◦C and 50◦C. After sufficient amount of time elapsed, the molecules
stabilized and began plateauing. However, the p-values of the day-to-day effect estimates
indicate that the values for days 0-14 are in fact statistically insignificant, as presented in Tables
9 and 7. Furthermore, there is evidence that suggests that there was no significant equilibrating
behavior at all during the early time points.
In terms of the dye load effects, there were significant differences. In the PtTFPP group, all
dye loads had significant effects on the normalized intensity response. The ordering of the
general magnitudes of normalized intensity from highest to lowest were the following: 3wt.%>
0.5 wt.% > 10 wt.%. For the PdTFPP group, 0.1 wt.% was insignificant from 3 wt.% and 0.5
wt.% was insignificant from 10 wt.%. However, the the two insignificant pairs were significant
from each other. The ordering of magnitude of normalized intensity by dye load for PdTFPP
was the following: 0.1 wt.% > 3 wt.% > 0.5 wt.% > 10 wt.%.
In either case, the 10 wt.% dye load samples demonstrated the lowest overall values of
normalized intensity. This was expected, since these samples had the highest probability of
containing aggregate populations, due to their high concentrations of probe sensor molecules.
Within such tightly packed populations of dye molecules, we suspect that self-quenching readily
occurred. Moreover, the activated sensor molecules photochemically deactivate themselves
when in such close proximity to each other by absorbing activated photon energy [29, 30]. By
that logic, it would be reasonable to assume that the 0.1 wt.% and 0.5 wt.% levels would have
the highest values, since there would be a lower probability of tightly aggregated populations
with lower concentrations. In the case of the PdTFPP group, the 0.1 wt.% level is the highest.
However, the 3 wt.% level is higher than the 0.5 wt.% level. In the PtTFPP group, the 3 wt.%
level is also higher than the 0.5 wt.% group. One plausible explanation for this is that despite the
3 wt.% level having a higher probability of self-quenching, there was an order of magnitude
more sensor molecules present, therefore having a higher emission intensity contribution.
Furthermore, the 3 wt.% dye load is likely low enough such that the overall cumulative
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contribution to emission has an overall greater net effect than the decrease in intensity due to
self-quenching from tight-packing within aggregate populations.
The temperature levels demonstrated that the lower temperatures produced overall higher
normalized intensities for both dye groups. In contrast, Presley demonstrated that intensity
increases when PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL fibers are subjected to temperatures of 50◦C [13]. However,
this was demonstrated at a different solvent ratio of 90/10 DCM/HFP. It is possible that with the
higher ratio of DCM, the higher temperature exhibits a stabilizing effect, dispersing any
self-aggregated populations that formed as a result of the solvent insolubility because of higher
diffusion rates . In contrast, this experiment may have exhibited a destabilizing effect at the
higher temperature level, which produced significantly lower normalized intensity outputs.
Therefore, at the solvent ratio of 75/25 DCM/HFP used in this experiment, there may have been
other factors that had to do with polymer-host stability that may have contributed to a
destabilizing effect upon exposure to a 50◦C incubation environment. Finally, despite the
significant differences in temperature levels, all normalized intensities did not deviate more than
10% from 1.0 and the differences between temperature levels of the same dye load were
relatively small.
3.2 Polymer Aging Results and Discussion
The first data set to be discussed is the sensitivity ratios, calculated by taking emission
intensity subjected to pure nitrogen divided by emission values subjected to pure oxygen
(IN2 .IO2). The data was also normalized by the initial ratios for each set of core host polymers.
Normalizing the data allowed us to examine the relative loss in sensitivity due to
photobleaching. We expected a loss in sensitivity as a result of photobleaching, since less sensor
molecules could produce emission peaks after photochemical degradation by singlet oxygen,
creating an inactive photoproduct [27]. We were also confident that photobleaching occurred,
based on the fiber scaffold color change from light pink to pale green for all samples after
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continuous excitation. The discoloration can be seen in Figure D.2 in Appendix D.
The graph shown in Figure 7 was constructed by fitting a second-order regression model to
each data series classified by host polymer using JMP software. Moreover, each individual data
point is reflective of three sample replicates. The points displayed are the model prediction
points, which are similar in value to the averages. Also, the error bars displayed are based on the
95% confidence interval of the mean model predictions. This also takes into account the data
spread of each polymer host series as a whole, rather than constructing error bars by exclusively
focusing on the spread at each time point. The plot in Figure 8 shows the same data normalized
by the initial values of each series. Since the overall objective was to display significant
differences between the polymer host effects as a whole rather than individual variations
between time points, we decided this was the most adequate representation of the data. The raw
emission decay curves recorded in a pure nitrogen environment can be found in Figures
B.12-B.10 in Appendix B.
Based on the normalized results, after the full excitation period, the rank ordering of
long-term percent of original sensitivity was the following: PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL >
PES(PdTFPP)-PCL > PET(PdTFPP)-PCL > Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL. This is indicative of the
fact that PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL, PES(PdTFPP)-PCL, and PET(PdTFPP)-PCL experienced similar
amounts of relative long-term photobleaching, while Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL was heavily
bleached over the same period. Based on observation during experimentation, we expected this
result for Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL considering that the samples turned green much faster than
the other samples. This also indicates that the PES(PdTFPP)-PCL, PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL, and
PET(PdTFPP)-PCL systems have the highest oxygen concentration sensitivity in a long-term
time period, and could measure changes more preciscely than Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL
long-term, considering its much lower sensitivity. PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL and PES(PdTFPP)-PCL
possess similar chemical structures, so it was expected that they would be close in sensitivity, as
demonstrated by Figure 7. Also, the sensitivity trend followed the oxygen permeability trend.
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The oxygen permeabilities were the following in units of (cm3 − mm)/(m2 − day − atm):
PSU-91, PES-14.6, PET-0.223, Nylon-6-1.2. Furthermore, the polymers with lower oxygen
permeability (e.g., Nylon-6 and PET) showed lower sensitivities. Since less oxygen was able to
diffuse in the core polymer, the sensor interacted with less oxygen, which would result in lower
detection events. The trends for PSU and Nylon-6 are similar to results that Presley produced
for the same host polymers as well [13]. The normalized intensities show the relative decreases
in sensitivity caused by photobleaching.
The rank ordering of relative decrease in sensitivity from lowest to highest was the
following: PSU < PES(PdTFPP)-PCL < PET(PdTFPP)-PCL < Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL. With a
higher oxygen permeability, we expected more photobleaching to occur, due to the presence of
more singlet oxygen. However, this was not the case for the normalized intensity measurements
in Figure 8. It was possible that probe-matrix compatibility and solubility dictated the trend and
had a greater net effect than permeability, as suggested by Presley [13]. The ordering on relative
sensitivity decrease is therefore reflective of compatibility. A supporting observation to this was
that PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL and PES(PdTFPP)-PCL had a more definitive pink color than PET,
both of which had lower relative decreases in sensitivity. The pink color is representative of
good probe solubility, considering the emission spectrum of both dyes fall in within red visible
light range. The actual polymer fibers are typically white, so the combination of the two
produces pink coloration. Nonetheless, Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL did show definitive pink color,
so there must have been other effects contributing to the rapid rate of sensitivity decrease in that
specific case. Poor probe-matrix compatibility likely results in more tightly packed aggregate
sensor molecule populations, raising the singlet oxygen/sensor molecule collision rate and
therefore raising the rate of photobleaching [13].
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Figure 7: Emission intensity sensitivities: IN2/IO2 from aging experiment.
Figure 8: Normalized emission intensity sensitivities: IN2/IO2 from aging experiment.
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It is, however, not appropriate to draw the previous conclusions based on the plots alone.
We investigated this further by using ANOVA tables and statistical reports generated from the
statistical models fitted to the data using JMP software. The combined discrete-continuous effect
model hypothesized is represented by Equation (5).
yˆ = β0 + β1x1 + β1,1x
2
1 + τpolymer +  (5)
In Equation (5), the yˆ term is the estimated normalized intensity response term, β0 is the
intercept estimate, β1 is the linear regression coefficient term with respect to time, β1,1 is the
quadratic regression coefficient term with respect to time, x1 is the continuous variable for time
in days, τpolymer is the discrete effect term for the host polymer classification, and  is the random
error term. After running a report in JMP software, the model revealed an R2 = 0.67, implying
the model was able to account for 67% of the data variability. The ANOVA tables from the
model testing each effect in the hypothesized model. The intent of this was to determine whether
overall effects of day and polymer host were significant on the response normalized intensity.
The Tables displaying these results with p-values can be found in Tables 10 for the normalized
IN2/IO2 response.
Table 10: ANOVA effects test report for IN2/IO2 response.
From Table 10, we concluded that the day-to-day variability is significant due to p-values
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Table 11: Tukey-HSD test report for the IN2/IO2 response.
being less than 0.05 for the time effects. We also know that photobleaching increased as time
advanced, therefore we expected the time effect to be significant. Table 10 shows that the
discrete effect terms for polymer host were significant (p-values <0.05) for all four levels:
PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL, PES(PdTFPP)-PCL, PET(PdTFPP)-PCL, and Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL.
Taking the analysis a step further, Tukey-HSD tests were performed to determine whether the
sensitivity response values for each polymer host data series were significant when compared to
the other levels. See Table 11 for the results for the IN2/IO2 response. Based on Table 11, the
report indicates that the PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL level was significant from PES(PdTFPP)-PCL and
the insignificant PET/Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL pair.
After the data was collected from the spectrometer, we observed that the blue light excitation
source produced an intensity peak over-saturated compared with respect to the target dye
emission peaks. Therefore, subtracting out the excitation peak contribution of intensity can
provide data that would yield sensitivity ratios possibly closer to the true values. Thus, we made
an effort to eliminate this contribution by developing an involved Python 3 program to account
for this. The underlying strategy behind the algorithm involved using the SciPy optimize library
to fit high order polynomials to the region of overlap. By using data ranges prior to and after the
overlap range, it was possible to optimize curves via interpolation, which is more accurate and
reliable than extrapolation. See Figure 9 for a sample output graph constructed using the Python
3 program. Note in Figure 9, the large curve in the left of the plot is the over-saturated blue light
excitation peak and the dotted green curve is the best fit representing the overlap generated by
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the program. All source code, including Jupyter notebooks, can be retrieved from the following
Git repository: https://github.com/rarnold97/Research.git.
The blue light overlap fit algorithm was used for each sample, generating interpolated blue
light intensities that were subtracted from every pure oxygen and nitrogen environment emission
intensity. The fit adjusted sensitivity plot can be found in Figure 10 and the normalized version
of the plot can be found in Figure 11.The same statistical reports as before were generated for
the fitted data to determine if the fitted values still produced significant results. See Table 12 and
Table 16 for the effect tests and Tukey-HSD report results.
Figure 9: Sample output from Python program that optimizes a high order polynomial fit to
account for blue light excitation source overlap.
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Figure 10: Emission intensities: IN2/IO2 after subtracting blue light overlap fitted values.
Figure 11: Normalized emission intensities: IN2/IO2 after subtracting blue light overlap fitted
values.
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Table 12: ANOVA effects test report for the blue light overlap fitted IN2/IN20 response.
Table 13: Tukey-HSD test report for the blue light overlap fitted IN2/IN2 response.
Based on the results in Table 12 and 16, the effects showed the same significance before the
fit, based on all reported p-values being less than 0.05. The Tukey-HSD test also had the same
levels of significance as before. The primary importance of the fit was that different spectrometer
integration times could be applied to prevent peak cutoff due to over-saturation. Also, different
integration times entailed varying levels of blue excitation light saturation. Thus, the subtraction
program eliminates the variability caused by blue light overlap. Moreover, applying the fit can
then result in sensitivity values being more accurate to their true values. For example, prior to fit,
the initial sensitivity IN2/IO2 for the PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL system was approximated at 20.2, and
after applying the fit, the value was approximated at 178.1. Xue et al. showed an initial sensitivity
of 106.7 for PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL, also much higher than 20.2 [3]. Despite this, the 106.7 is clearly
still far less than 178.1. Nonetheless, the program still offers promising capability, and may offer
more utility in future work.
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Another caveat of the program output was the near parabolic shape of the curves. We would
not expect the end points of sensitivity to increase. This is probably due to the propagation of
error induced by subtracting the blue light fit value from each intensity measurement and then
taking the quotient of IN2/IO2 . To quantify this, a lack of fit F-test was performed in JMP, and
the results are shown in Table 14. The p-value<0.05 indicates a significant lack of fit. Therefore,
this indicates that data variation was not properly accounted for in the statistical model, implying
that more samples need to be used and perhaps modification to the fit algorithm is necessary in
future work.
Table 14: Lack of fit test for post blue light overlap fitted model.
Stern-Volmer plots were also constructed from the emission intensity data in order to further
evaluate sensor sensitivity and performance. Since measurements were taken in three different
oxygen concentration environments for each sample set, it was possible to plot the Stern-Volmer
plots by normalizing the intensities by the values measured in pure nitrogen: (I/I0). Plots were
constructed for each polymer host, where the data from the initial and final time points time
measurements are shown. We expected that plotting these values against oxygen content would
yield linear data series. The plots can be found in Figures 12-13.
A Stern-Volmer plot with a high slope indicates high sensitivity and a high degree of linearity
indicates good probe-matrix compatibility, making better device calibration possible [3]. The
slopes with normalized intensity as the ordinate and oxygen percent as the abscissa were the
following in order from high to low: PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL - 24.6, PES(PdTFPP)-PCL - 11.6,
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Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL 7.4, PET(PdTFPP)-PCL 6.3. Allowing the slope magnitudes to represent
sensitivity, this trend is similar to the IN2/IO2 sensitivity trend as earlier demonstrated. The
primary difference is that the Nylon-6 sensitivity is slightly higher than that for PET. However,
the results from the IN2/IO2 sensitivity data did reveal that the levels between PET and Nylon-6
were insignificant, so we cannot fully claim that the PET sensitivity is in fact different. Also, the
two slopes were similar, as were the IN2/IO2 sensitivity level magnitudes.
The R2 values were used to evaluate linearity in each case. Deviations from linearity are
typically caused by the presence of varying probe populations in the polymer matrix as a result
of poor compatibility. The different populations contribute different levels of emission intensity
to the overall intensity, therefore leading to nonlinear behavior [31]. The day 0 R2 values were
the following from high to low: PET(PdTFPP)-PCL - 0.959, PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL - 0.878, Nylon-
6(PdTFPP)-PCL - 0.873, PES(PdTFPP)-PCL - 0.834. The percent change of R2 from day 0 to
1000 hours were the following from low to high: PES(PdTFPP)-PCL - 27.5%, PSU(PdTFPP)-
PCL - 38.0%, PET(PdTFPP)-PCL - 52.2%, Nylon-6(PdTFPP) - 80.0%. The initial R2 values
show that the PET(PdTFPP)-PCL system initially offered a high potential for proper calibration.
However, the percent change in R2 reveal the change in performance after photobleaching. The
PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL system had the smallest change after 1000 hours of excitation of 27.5%
and the Nylon-6 bleached most heavily, resulting in a percent change of 80.0%. Based on the
results, the system selected for a sensor design will depend on the oxygen detection sensitivity
requirements and the desired longevity of the device.
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(a) Stern-Volmer plot for aging experiment with Nylon-6 host.
(b) Stern-Volmer plot for aging experiment with PES host.
Figure 12: Short and long term normalized intensity plots for PdTFPP dye aggregation
experiment group.
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(a) Stern-Volmer plot for aging experiment with PET host.
(b) End normalized curve behavior for PdTFPP aggregation experiment group.
Figure 13: Stern-Volmer plot for aging experiment with PSU host.
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3.3 Results for Exploring β-Carotene as a Singlet Oxygen Quencher
The analysis methods used for the spectral data from this experiment were similar to that
of the aging experiment except that they concerned shorter times. The aim was to examine if
incorporating β-Carotene as an additive could significantly reduce the sensor degradation caused
by photobleaching. To holistically examine this, the sensitivity plot and normalized sensitivity
plot of IN2/IO2 were first plotted and shown in Figures 14 and 15. All plots displayed were
constructed using a discrete statistical model in the same way as the polymer aging experiment
results. All supplemental statistics can be found in Appendix C. The raw decay curves in a pure
nitrogen environment can be found in Appendix B.
Figure 14: Emission intensities sensitivity: IN2/IO2 in PSU-PCL system with 0.5 wt.%
Ru(dpp)3Cl2 and 0.06 wt.% β-Carotene added.
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Figure 15: Normalized emission intensities sensitivity: IN2/IO2 in PSU-PCL system with 0.5
wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 and 0.06 wt.% β-Carotene.
At first, it appeared that the sensitivity overall increased at the end of the week-long period.
However, this does not mean that it significantly increases. Therefore, an effects significance
test was performed on each level of the discrete effect of day on measured sensitivity, and the
results are displayed in Table 15. The hypothesized discrete model followed Equation (6), where
y represents the sensitivity response, β represents the fitted intercept, the τ values are the discrete
day effects, and  is the term for random error.
y = β + τDay0 + τDay1 + τDay2 + τDay3 + τDay7 +  (6)
The results show that none of the levels of day are significant, based on all p-values > 0.05.
Therefore, even though the sensitivity appears to increase, the trend cannot be concluded based
on the statistical evidence.
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Table 15: ANOVA effects test report for each day effect on the IN2/IN20 response with β-
Carotene.
A second look was taken at the data in Figures 14 and 15 by applying the blue light overlap
fitting program and re-plotting the results. We speculated that removing the contribution of light
intensity from excitation source could reveal important results. The regular and normalized
sensitivity plots can be found in Figures 16 and 17.
Figure 16: Emission intensities: IN2/IN20 in PSU-PCL system with 0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye
and 0.06 wt.% β-Carotene after applying the blue light overlap fitting program.
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Figure 17: Normalized Emission intensities: IN2/IN20 in PSU-PCL system with 0.5 wt.%
Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye and 0.06 wt.% β-Carotene after applying the blue light overlap fitting program.
The same effects test on each level of day was performed after the applied blue light fit, and
the results are displayed in Table 16. The results indicate Days 1,3, and 7 are significant, with
p-values < 0.05. Although, the sensitivity at day 7 was not significantly difrerent from the day 0
value. This suggests that sensitivity was not significantly improved. The initial day 0 fitted
146.6 sensitivity for PSU(PdTFPP/BC)-PCL is lower than the 178.1 from the aging tests for
PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL. It is possible that the -Carotene shields the core and dampens the emissions
by acting as a light barrier or causing light scattering. After exposure to excitation, the
-Carotene dissolves after quenching singlet oxygen, then exposing the inner core. We therefore
hypothesize that after sufficient time, the sensitivity would finally reach values closer to 178.1
and exhibit similar behavior as the aging test results from that point forward. These claims are
supported by the observation of the orange β-Carotene layer dissolving and exposing the light
pink PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL layer shown in Figure D.3 in Appendix D.
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Table 16: ANOVA effects test report for each day effect on the IN2/IN20 response with β-
Carotene after applying blue light fit.
As a final evaluation of sensitivity and resulting sensor performance, a Stern-Volmer plot was
constructed in Figure 18. After the week-long period, the R2 value improves slightly from 0.866
to 0.896, indicating a nominal increase. The slope gets slightly greater, indicating slightly better
sensitivity. However, this is likely insignificant. To support any claim about improving sensing
performance, more samples should be tested for a longer time period. As a basis of comparison,
a control should be included in future experiments. For instance, if the sensitivity ratios and
Stern-Volmer slopes were higher than the control values, the evidence would be stronger.
Figure 18: Stern-Volmer plot for PSU host with PdTFPP dye system containing 0.06wt.% β-
Carotene.
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3.4 Lifetime Analysis Results
For all data sets produced by each sample group, the phosphorescent lifetime was estimated
by fitting an exponential function to the data using the SciPy library and Python 3 code. By
using the exponential argument fit coefficient, we were able to compile estimates for the
lifetimes for each polymer host and aging level. A sample plot that displays the fit generated by
the code is shown in Figure 19. All source code, including Jupyter notebooks, can be retrieved
from the following Git repository: https://github.com/rarnold97/Research.git.
After applying the fits, the lifetimes were compiled and grouped by polymer host and
whether or not the host had been aged under continuous excitation. The values were then
contrasted performing a Tukey-HSD test in JMP software. The results are displayed graphically
and through a connecting letters reports. Levels with the same letter indicate they are not
significant from each other. A plot containing the lifetime estimates can be found in Figure 20,
while the connecting letters report can be found in Figure 21. A more rigorous level
comparison, including p-values, can be located in Appendix C. Note, all computed lifetimes are
in units of µs. Also, all Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye loads are 0.5 wt.%, except in the ’PSU High’ level,
where the dye load is 3 wt.%.
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Figure 19: Exponential fit applied to Mini-Tau data output using a sample from the
PSU + 0.5wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 configuration.
Figure 20: Computed lifetimes at each polymer level, both unaged and aged.
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Figure 21: Connecting letters report demonstrating statistical significance between levels.
In addition the previous statistical comparison, a Tukey-HSD test comparing the percent
changes in lifetime before and after aging across all levels of polymer was performed using JMP
software. The intent was to determine if sensor molecule degradation caused by photobleaching
had significant effects on lifetime. A similar discrete level plot and connecting letters report are
provided in Figures 22 and 23 respectively.
Figure 22: Computed lifetime percent changes at each polymer level.
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Figure 23: Connecting letters report demonstrating statistical significance between lifetime
percent changes at each polymer level.
Based on the results from Table 21, the following unaged polymer levels were significant
from each other, where the polymers within pairs were insignificant also letting Ru dye represent
Ru(dpp)3Cl2: PSU(0.5 wt.% Ru dye)-PCL , [PSU(3 wt.% Ru dye)-PCL, Nylon-6(0.5 wt.% Ru
dye)-PCL], [PET(0.5 wt.% Ru dye)-PCL, PES(0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL]. This shows that
the probe-matrix interaction has an effect on the lifetime. According to Table 23, the results for
the percent lifetime change indicate that only the Nylon-6(Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL level was
significant from the other levels in lifetime after continuous excitation. All levels, however, had
confidence intervals larger than 0 percent, indicating that lifetime did significantly change after
continuous excitation. This was likely a result of the spectrometer reading less photon counts
due to the presence of inactive photobleached sensor molecules.
The results show that the lifetime for the unaged PSU(0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL is
significantly less than for the PSU(3 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL sample group. This can be
explained by the fact that the higher dye load has more sensor molecules, meaning there were
more excited sensor molecules contributing to the photon count bins measured by the
spectrometer. However, after aging, the opposite was true, supporting the claim that aggregate
populations enhanced the photobleaching rate, resulting in less active molecules in the higher
dye load sample after aging. In general, the lifetimes slightly decreased after aging for all
samples excluding PSU(0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL, indicating photobleaching had a
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significant effect on lifetime. Finally, the higher than average lifetime decrease in Nylon-6(0.5
wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL sample may be indicative of the unique interaction with that particular
system that causes unusually high levels of bleaching. The unaged Nylon-6(0.5 wt.%
Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL system did have one of the highest lifetimes, meaning the excited sensor
molecules were more prone to singlet oxygen attack. Furthermore, this could be a contributing
factor in the rapid bleaching of Nylon-6(0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2)-PCL.
4 Conclusions
In this work, we were able to identify several significant parameters that contributed to
photobleaching rates and sensor performance. In the application of a biomedical oxygen sensing
design, high sensitivity and sensor device performance are required. Moreover, we were able to
identify polymer hosts containing luminescent oxygen sensing probes in an electrospun
core-shell configuration that offer high levels of sensitivity and promising sensing capability. In
addition, it was clear that certain polymers offered varying degrees of longevity, which is one of
many important design considerations that must be take into account. Adding a singlet oxygen
quencher in the form of β-Carotene to the design did not significantly improve sensor device
performance. Finally, we were able to demonstrate that phosphorescent lifetime was
significantly affected by host polymer matrix and photobleaching upon continuous light
excitation.
The aggregation experiment demonstrated that temperature had a significant affect on
normalized intensity, supporting the claim that probe-matrix solubility contributes to the
distribution of aggregate sensor molecule populations. Upon testing different probe
concentrations, it was clear that self-quenching occurred at higher concentrations, resulting in
an overall net decrease in signal intensity. Thus, the final design should have lower
concentrations that still produce a high resolution signal. From the results, 0.5 and 3 wt.% dye
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loads were the most promising for a final design.
From the aging experiments, the PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL system had the overall highest stability
over a long period of time, based on its high sensitivity and lowest relative decrease in signal
over time due to photobleaching. PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL would be an adequate candidate for a final
design, especially in applications were long-term oxygen detection is required.
PET(PdTFPP)-PCL had the highest R2 value in the Stern-Volmer plots, making it offer
promising calibration potential in a final sensor device. Based on this and the fact that PET is
highly biocompatible, it is another suitable candidate for sensing device design [32].
The experiment exploring β-Carotene as a singlet oxygen quencher at first glance indicated
that sensitiviy was improved after adding it to a PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL system, but the statistical
evidence was not strong enough to support that conclusion. Moreover, the data provided
motivation to perform further experimentation to gather more conclusive results. If β-Carotene
can truly improve sensitivity under long-term light exposure, it could enhance device longevity.
Future experiments should use a higher replicate number with a longer aging duration and a
better control group to compare to, since the electrospinning solvent was pure chloroform, as
opposed to DCM/HFP used in the PSU(PdTFPP)-PCL samples that were part of the polymer
aging experiment.
The phosphorescent lifetime measurements were significantly different across a range of
different core polymer hosts, indicating that probe-matrix compatibility is important when
designing an oxygen sensing device; this was also supported by the aggregation and polymer
aging experiments. Photobleaching did have a significant affect on the lifetime percent change
as well. The Nylon-6(PdTFPP)-PCL group also showed a substantial decrease in lifetime after
aging, supporting the claim that this particular host experienced a unique interaction that caused
enhanced photobleaching that is worth further investigation.
In future work, we believe using a higher replicate number and using samples from more
than one electrospun scaffold to ensure a truly random design with less data variation. One of
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the key issues throughout all the experiments was high data variation, which caused sub-optimal
fit qualities in the applied statistical models. Only three replicates were used in all experiments.
Significantly increasing this number and using more than one elctrospun fiber scaffold could
help reduce data variation and ensure better randomness to improve statistical model validity,
thereby producing more conclusive results in future work.
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5 Notation/Terminology
(BC): beta carotene - C40H56
(Chloroform): dichloromethane.
(DABCO): 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane.
(DCM): methylene chloride.
(ECM): extracellular matrix.
(HFP): 1,1,1,3,3,3 - hexafluoro-2-propanol.
(HVPS): high voltage power supply.
(ISC): intersystem crossing.
(LUMO): lowest unoccupied molecular orbital.
(PCL): polycaprolactone.
(PdTFPP): Pd (II) meso-tetra(pentafluorophenyl) porphine.
(PES): Polyethersulfone.
(PET): polyethylene terephthalate.
(PSU): polysulfone.
(PtTFPP): Pt (II) meso-tetra(pentafluorophenyl) porphine.
(Ru(dpp)3Cl2): tris (4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline) ruthenium(II) dichloride.
(S0): ground state, singlet electron spin configuration.
(S1): excited state, singlet eletron spin configuration.
(T1): excited state, triplet electron spin configuration.
(τ0): phosphorescent lifetime
(KSV ): overall quenching rate constant.
(k2): bimolecular rate constant.
(IN2/IO2): Measure of oxygen sensitivity. In some other texts, represented asI0/I100.
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Appendix A: Oxygen Sensing Probes and
Singlet Oxygen Quencher
Chemical Structures
60
Figure A.1: Chemical structure of singlet oxygen quenching candidate β−Carotene [22].
61
Figure A.2: Chemical structure of oxygen sensing probe PdTFPP [23].
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Figure A.3: Chemical structure of oxygen sensing probe PtTFPP [24].
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Figure A.4: Chemical structure of oxygen sensing probe Ru(dpp)3Cl2 [25].
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Appendix B: Supplemental Figures
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Decay Curves in Air Environment from Aggregation Experiment.
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(a) Decay of 0.1 wt.% PdTFPP dye load at T=37◦C.
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(b) Decay of 0.1 wt.% PdTFPP dye load at T=50◦C.
Figure B.1: Decay curves in air for 0.1wt.% PdTFPP Aggregation Experiment Group.
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(a) Decay of 0.5 wt.% PdTFPP dye load at T=37◦C.
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(b) Decay of 0.1 wt.% PdTFPP dye load at T=50◦C.
Figure B.2: Decay curves in air for 0.5wt.% PdTFPP Aggregation Experiment Group.
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(a) Decay of 3 wt.% PdTFPP dye load at T=37◦C.
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(b) Decay of 3 wt.% PdTFPP dye load at T=50◦C.
Figure B.3: Decay curves in air for 3 wt.% PdTFPP Aggregation Experiment Group.
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(a) Decay of 10 wt.% PdTFPP dye load at T=37◦C.
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(b) Decay of 10 wt.% PdTFPP dye load at T=50◦C.
Figure B.4: Decay curves in air for 10 wt.% PdTFPP Aggregation Experiment Group.
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(a) Decay of 0.1 wt.% PtTFPP dye load at T=37◦C.
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(b) Decay of 0.1 wt.% PtTFPP dye load at T=50◦C.
Figure B.5: Decay curves in air for 0.1wt.% PtTFPP Aggregation Experiment Group.
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(a) Decay of 0.5 wt.% PtTFPP dye load at T=37◦C.
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(b) Decay of 0.5 wt.% PtTFPP dye load at T=50◦C.
Figure B.6: Decay curves in air for 0.5wt.% PtTFPP Aggregation Experiment Group.
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(a) Decay of 3 wt.% PtTFPP dye load at T=37◦C.
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(b) Decay of 3 wt.% PtTFPP dye load at T=50◦C.
Figure B.7: Decay curves in air for 3 wt.% PtTFPP Aggregation Experiment Group.
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(a) Decay of 10 wt.% PtTFPP dye load at T=37◦C.
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(b) Decay of 10 wt.% PdTFPP dye load at T=50◦C.
Figure B.8: Decay curves in air for 10 wt.% PtTFPP Aggregation Experiment Group.
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Decay Curves in Pure N2 Environment from Polymer Aging Experiment.
(a) Decay of PdTFPP dye emission curves for Nylon-6 host.
(b) Decay of PdTFPP dye emission curves for PES host.
Figure B.9: Decay of PdTFPP dye emission curves in pure N2 environment for hosts Nylon-6
and PES.
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(a) Decay of PdTFPP dye emission curves for PET host.
(b) Decay of PdTFPP dye emission curves for PSU host.
Figure B.10: Decay of PdTFPP dye emission curves in pure N2 environment for hosts PET and
PSU.
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Decay Curves in Pure N2 Environment from β-Carotene experiment.
Figure B.11: Decay of PdTFPP dye emission curves in pure N2 with PSU host and 0.06wt.%
β-Carotene.
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Decay Curves in Pure N2 Environment from Lifetime experiment.
(a) Decay of 0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load emission curves with Nylon-6 host.
(b) Decay of 0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load emission curves with PES host.
Figure B.12: Decay of PdTFPP dye emission curves in pure N2 environment with hosts PET and
PSU.
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(a) Decay of 0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load emission curves with PET host.
(b) Decay of 0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load emission curves with PSU host.
Figure B.13: Decay of 0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load emission curves for PSU and PET hosts.
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Figure B.14: Decay of 3 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load emission curves with PSU host.
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Appendix C: Supplemental Statics Tables and Analyses.
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Aggregation Experiment Supplemental Statistics
Table C.1: Summary of model fit for IAir/IAir0 with PtTFPP dye response in aggregation
experiment.
Table C.2: ANOVA table for IAir/IAir0 with PtTFPP dye response in aggregation experiment.
Table C.3: Summary of model fit for IAir/IAir0 with PdTFPP dye response in aggregation
experiment.
Table C.4: ANOVA table for IAir/IAir0 with PdTFPP dye response in aggregation experiment.
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Table C.5: Expanded effect tests for IAir/IAir0 with PtTFPP dye response in aggregation
experiment.
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Table C.6: Expanded effect tests for IAir/IAir0 with PtTFPP dye response in aggregation
experiment.
Polymer Aging Experiment Supplemental Statistics
Table C.7: Summary of model fit for IN2/IO2 response in aging experiment.
Table C.8: ANOVA table for IN2/IO2 response in aging experiment.
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Table C.9: Overall effects test for IN2/IO20 response in aging experiment.
Table C.10: Lack of fit F-test for IN2/IO20 statistical model in aging experiment.
Table C.11: Summary of model fit for IN2/IO20 after blue light fit response in aging experiment.
Table C.12: ANOVA table for IN2/IO20 after blue light fit response in aging experiment.
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Table C.13: Overall effects test for IN2/IO20 after blue light fit response in aging experiment.
Table C.14: Lack of fit F-test for IN2/IO20 after blue light fit statistical model in aging experiment.
β-Carotene as Singlet Oxygen Quencher Experiment Supplemental
Statistics
Table C.15: Summary of model fit for IN2/IO20 response with β- Carotene.
Table C.16: ANOVA table for IN2/IO20 response with β-Carotene.
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Table C.17: Summary of model fit for IN2/IO20 after blue light fit response with β- Carotene.
Table C.18: ANOVA table for IN2/IO20 after blue light fit response with β-Carotene.
Lifetime Experiment Supplemental Statistics
Table C.19: Lifetime ANOVA table with null hypothesis that none of the levels of percent
difference across polymer are significant.
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Table C.20: Lifetime percent change level difference statistical summary with p-values.
Table C.21: Lifetime ANOVA table with null hypothesis that none of the levels of polymer or
age are significant.
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Table C.22: Lifetime polymer and age level difference statistical summary with p-values.
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Appendix D: Sample Photobleaching Images.
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Photobleached Samples from Polymer Aging Experiment
(a) PES-PCL + 0.5 wt.% PdTFPP sample
replicates aged for 1 day and 1000 hours under
continuous excitation.
(b) PET-PCL + 0.5 wt.% PdTFPP sample
replicates aged for 1 day and 1000 hours under
continuous excitation.
(c) PSU-PCL + 0.5 wt.% PdTFPP sample
replicates aged for 1 day and 1000 hours under
continuous excitation.
(d) Nylon-6-PCL + 0.5 wt.% PdTFPP sample
replicates aged for 1 day and 1000 hours under
continuous excitation.
Figure D.1: Select photobleached samples from polymer aging experiment. Photobleaching
occurred in green. Light pink outer rims represent portions of samples that remained unbleached.
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Photobleached Samples from Lifetime Experiment
(a) Nylon-6-PCL + 0.5
wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 lifetime
sample aged for 28 days
under continuous excitation.
(b) PSU-PCL + 0.5 wt.%
Ru(dpp)3Cl2 lifetime
sample aged for 28 days
under continuous excitation.
(c) PSU-PCL + 3 wt.%
Ru(dpp)3Cl2 lifetime
sample aged for 28 days
under continuous excitation.
Figure D.2: Select photobleached samples from lifetime experiment. Photobleaching occurred
in circular blue regions contrasted with original non-bleached orange regions.
Photobleached Samples from Experiment Exploring β-Carotene
Figure D.3: PSU-PCL + 0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 + 0.06 wt.% β-Carotene sample replicates aged
for 1 week under continuous excitation. The orange region is indicative of β-Carotene additive.
The light pink region is indicative of PdTFPP. The faint green regions are the photobleached
areas.
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Appendix E: Polymer Material Properties
87
Table E.1: Oxygen permeability values for all experimented core polymers [28]
Polymer Oxygen Permeability [ (cm
3−mm)
(m2−day−atm)]
Nylon-6 1.2
PES 14.6
PET 0.223
PSU 91
Table E.2: Mechanical properties of experimented core polymers [28].
Polymer Modulus of Elasticity (GPa) Rockwell Hardness M
Nylon-6 2.59 85.0
PES 7.5 92.5
PET 3.14 92.2
PSU 5.18 77.3
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Appendix F: Electrospun Fiber Morphology
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(a) Nanofiber morphology taken from an SEM for
Nylon-6 host from polymer aging experiment.
(b) Decay of 0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load
emission curves with PES host.
(c) Nanofiber morphology taken from an SEM for
Nylon-6 host from polymer aging experiment.
(d) Decay of 0.5 wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load
emission curves with PES host.
Figure F.1: Nanofiber morphology images gathered from an SEM, obtained from samples used
in polymer aging experiment.
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(a) Nanofiber morphology taken from an SEM for
Nylon-6 host from the lifetime experiment.
(b) Nanofiber morphology taken from an SEM for
PES host from the lifetime experiment.
(c) Nanofiber morphology taken from an SEM for
PET host with 0.5wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load from
the lifetime experiment.
(d) Nanofiber morphology taken from an SEM for
PSU host from the lifetime experiment.
Figure F.2: Nanofiber morphology images taken from an SEM for PES, PET, PSU, and Nylon-6
hosts with 0.5wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2 dye load from the lifetime experiment.
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Figure F.3: Nanofiber morphology taken from an SEM for PSU host with 3wt.% Ru(dpp)3Cl2
dye load from the lifetime experiment.
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